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WHAT IS ENIXA?
The Enixa app equips you with a digital playbook of proven practices to grow your people, align your team/s
and transform your results.

Why do we need Enixa?
It’s never been more difficult to lead. It’s also never been easier to blame external factors for problems of our
own making; including leadership practices that encourage our people to avoid responsibility for fear of being
blamed for a mistake, or a strategy with too many priorities so we end up like a puppy in a park chasing every
ball, or performance systems that encourage our people to compete with one another other rather than
collaborate, or values that live on a poster but not in our behavior. Most teams and organizations never come
close to reaching their potential. With Enixa in your hands, you can explore what you’re truly capable of.
Why was Enixa created?

What do people say about Enixa?

Enixa exists to create more leaders; to make CEO-level
insights and practices available to anyone at a fraction of the
cost; and to equip managers and change agents to lead the
work themselves.

“Enixa is the leadership resource every professional needs.”

Who is Enixa for?
Users stretch all the way from Fortune CEOs to the frontline;
from a team of just 4 users to a cohort of 4,000 users, all on
the journey together.

Who is behind Enixa?
The force behind Enixa is Dr Peter Fuda. For two decades,
Peter has been a Sherpa to leaders, teams and organizations
across the globe. He has coached 200+ CEOs to measurably
higher levels of performance, produced more than 50 cases
of business transformation and thousands of cases of
leadership transformation, in many of the world’s greatest
organizations, at a success rate above 90%. For more
information, go to www.peterfuda.com.

- William Lewis. Publisher, The Wall Street Journal

“Enixa is a source of inspiration and guidance for us on how
to continuously improve the impact we have as leaders. It
has helped us to make a difference to our employees, our
business and our customers.”
- Dr Susanne Fiedler, President, MSD Europe

“I introduced Enixa to my top 100 leaders to create more
capability and alignment across the team. Within a few short
months, its powerful impact was there for all to see,
individually and as a team.”
- James Ajaka, CEO, Allied Pinnacle

“Enixa is invaluable for anyone who strives to be a more
impactful leader and a more influential change agent. It’s a
beautifully designed application that gives our people access to
Peter’s powerful teachings, in their pockets and on demand.”
- Aaron Falcione, VP HR, Merck
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WHAT CAN YOU DO WITH ENIXA?
Enixa supports you to grow your people, align your team/s, or both.
Grow your people (My Path)

Align your team/s (Our Path)

The purpose of My Path is to help each team member
become more purposeful and influential. You can:

The purpose of Our Path is to help your team or organization
become more aligned and impactful. You can:

Go to the Gap

Get Inspired

Get Skilled

Go Deep

Get Focused

Discover how
purposeful,
influential &
effective you
are right now
& track your
progress over
time with
several short
surveys.

Learn how to
raise your
standards,
embrace your
imperfections,
eliminate
frustration,
believe in
yourself &
more.

Know how to
get a game you
can win, build
trust,
communicate
with impact,
maintain
momentum &
more.

Unlock your
purpose, get
clear on what
you really
value &
determine
your most
important
priorities.

Set compelling
long-term
goals, build
your
leadership
scorecard &
establish a
powerful
cadence to get
there.

Agree the gap
& commit to
act

Define your
aspirations &
priorities

Align your
goals &
deliverables

Tell your story
& send strong
symbols

Increase your
meeting &
decision
effectiveness

Discover how
aligned you
are as a team
& identify your
collective ‘fire’
for change
with several
short surveys.

Develop a
compelling
purpose,
vision,
strategy &
values, then
pressure-test
them.

Create deep
alignment
between
individual
goals & team
goals.

Build a
compelling
story of the
future &
identify
powerful
symbols to
reinforce it.

Assess the
effectiveness
of your
meetings &
decisions, then
improve them
over time.

*Appendix A outlines all of the content in Enixa, on one page.

What is the commitment required?
Enixa has been designed to do the heavy lifting for you, so any manager or change agent can lead the process.
The steps below outline what’s required for each path.
Grow your people (My Path)
▪

▪
▪
▪

Each team member follows the Guided Program through
‘My Path’. The first six months average out to roughly one
hour per week. After that, it’s bite-sized and light touch.
Each team member meets with a colleague ‘buddy’ every
4-6 weeks to encourage accountability and share learning.
The team/s meets every 6-12 weeks to discuss what
resonated personally, and how to apply it collectively.
Periodically take/retake surveys to recognize progress
and identify next actions.
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Align your team/s (Our Path)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Change agent (the Process Leader) identifies necessary
work stream/s (e.g. Define your aspirations & priorities).
Process Leader reads relevant section of ‘Process Leader
Toolkit’ and prepares accordingly.
Process Leader gives the team simple prework.
Process Leader runs a session with the team/s to initiate
or complete the work stream.
Periodically take/retake surveys to recognize progress
and identify next actions.
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HOW DO YOU ROLL-OUT ENIXA?
There are three main ways you can roll-out Enixa in your organization.

A Big Wave

A Cascade

A Ripple

Multiple levels or layers of the
organization, all at the same time.

Start at the top and cascade
progressively down the organization.

Start somewhere, potentially in the
middle, and ripple out from there.

The purpose of this approach is to
uplift a large cohort quickly; to
encourage high levels of mutual
accountability; and to send a symbol
of commitment and investment in
your people.

The purpose of this approach is to give
the most senior team members a head
start on the journey; to ensure they
own the work first; and to empower
them to lead the next waves of the rollout with confidence.

The purpose of this approach is to
capitalize on a specific context or
opportunity that would benefit from
having access to Enixa; to get going
quickly; and to create an example of
what’s possible first.

How long can you use Enixa for?

What does Enixa cost?

The aim is to make excellence a way of life so, in theory, you
can use Enixa indefinitely. Practically speaking;
▪ The Guided Program for My Path has more than two years
of prompts, with the deeper work completed in the first
six months.
*Appendix B provides an Index for the Guided Program.
▪ The work in Our Path is completely dependent on your
needs and desires, as a team/s, at any given time. There
are some things, like ‘Align our Goals’, which should be
done in a regular cadence.
▪ You can track your progress over time using the ‘Mastery
Map’, which uses a karate belt metaphor.
*Appendix C shows the journey to mastery, over time.

Enixa is delivered via a ‘software as a service’ model. Licenses
are per person, per month;
▪ 2-100 users; AUD$49 per person, per month
▪ 101-1000 users; AUD$45 per person, per month
▪ 1001+ users, AUD$39 per person, per month
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Where can you get more information?
▪
▪

For more information on Enixa, you can go to
www.enixa.co
For specific questions on using Enixa in your team or
organization, you can go to support@enixa.co
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WHAT IS THE PATHWAY TO LAUNCHING ENIXA?
There are four main steps on the pathway to launching Enixa in your organization or team/s.

Interested

Resolve any
questions

Committed

Engage others

Enterprise
Discussion Paper

Decide approach
& user numbers

www.enixa.co

FAQs

Big wave

Cascade

Ripple

support@enixa.co

Launch
Complete
registration

Communicate
to your users

Welcome email
& user sign-in

Guided Program
begins
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APPENDIX A: WHAT IS ALL OF THE CONTENT IN ENIXA?
The Content Map lays out all of the content in Enixa, by article heading.
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APPENDIX B: WHAT DOES THE GUIDED PROGRAM THROUGH ‘MY PATH’ LOOK LIKE?
The Guided Program is delivered via email prompts, direct to each team member’s inbox. It represents the
‘ideal’ way to work through My Path. Of course, users can, and do, supplement this journey by engaging with
those topics of most interest to them, whenever they want.
First 6 months; Go to the Gap, Go Deep, Get Focused

The next 18 months+; Get Inspired, Get Skilled

The aim of the first six months is for each team member
to get absolutely clear on who they are, where they are,
where they’re headed, and establish the disciplines to
get there.

The aim of the next 18 months+, is to inspire, provoke
and challenge team members to be their best selves, and
to provide them with the insights and tactics to live that
reality, every day.

Week

Focus

Week Focus

1

Ability to confidently navigate Enixa increased

28

Our Path toolkit for using Enixa as a team understood

2

Gaps for purposefulness and influence established

30

Leadership is a mindset not a position

3

A meaningful and unlimited future imagined

32

Reject complacency and strive for excellence

5

A clear statement of personal purpose identified

34

Be a role model first and a preacher second

7

A clear set of personal values identified

36

Explore the limits of what’s possible

9

Key personal and professional roles defined

38

Judge yourself by a higher standard

11

Long-term goals defined

40

Believing is seeing

13

Personal scorecard created

42

Frustration is a symptom of playing the victim

15

Personal scorecard embedded and obstacles overcome

44

Your emotions are your responsibility

17

Gaps to personal effectiveness established

46

Other people’s actions often have nothing to do with you

19

Ideal week established to align with goals

48

Choose a better story

21

An effective cadence of reminders and review established

50

The worst thing can become the best thing

23

Personal aspirations assessed and purposefulness remeasured

52

We all do the best we can with what we know

25

The path to mastery understood and a baseline established

54++

Our imperfections make us human

The guided prompts through My Path continue beyond week 54, all the way up to week 138.
You can request a complete and more detailed Index of the Guided Program from support@enixa.co
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APPENDIX C: WHAT DOES THE JOURNEY TO MASTERY LOOK LIKE?
The Mastery Map is an interactive PDF to help users track the journey to mastery of Enixa over time.
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